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TRANSITION

Change is the only constant in a pendulum rhythm 
between tradition and future, techno and craft. 

Trust in evolution is going through an authentic dialogue 
with people, moving from storytelling to story-acting 
connections. Fashion is no longer a trend. It will be no 
season, no gender, spontaneous and globalised, joining 
extremes. It will promote transformation, enhancing 
a circular economy, inclusivity and the rational use of 
global resources, protecting and preserving the resources 
and cultures we share.  

The 2020 decade will inspire profound revolutions 
in the way we think, produce and address the new 
generations, meshing up past and present to produce 
the projects of the future. 



FEEL GOOD
A retrospective feeling for tenderness. This gentle 
atmosphere reinvents the basics in a new emotional 
light. An appreciation of the composition of natural 
and artificial materials with a simple, comfortable, 
therapeutic effect can create warmth.

COLOURS
Developed in a broad range of soft coloured 
neutrals and gentle tones, the palette reflects 
textural feelings and senses. A quiet respite 
in our noisy world. 

PANTONE® 15-1314 PANTONE 16-4411 PANTONE 14-1220 PANTONE 13-0720 PANTONE 14-6011

PANTONE 14-6408 PANTONE 15-1116 PANTONE 16-1406 PANTONE 16-1315 PANTONE 17-1422



Materials are responsible, recycled and adopt a 
new warmer, cozier look. Protective, functional, 
inflated and padded. Dense combed wools, soft 
brushed surfaces with a vintage feel. 

FABRICSFEEL GOOD



Donegal tweed. Lightweight wool-cashmere-silk 
blends, essential and flat or finely brushed. 
Fur aspects with a retro feel. Dense flannel 
melanges, burnt-outs, raised mohair. Second 
skin jersey, sparkling materials. Gobelins. 
Layered prints. 

FABRICSFEEL GOOD



IMPACT
Reshaping the idea of elegance in a contemporary 
spirit, functional, sharp, essential inspired by the 
’90s tech world. Beauty with dynamism, with a 
sharpened aesthetic sense transcending time 
and liberation from fixed concepts.

COLOURS
A Colorama of ultra brights acting in harmonious 
dissonances or faux monochromes with a range 
of masculine-inspired neutrals. Saturated hues 
encouraging self-expression. 

PANTONE® 19-3542 PANTONE 19-1532 PANTONE 15-6304 PANTONE 16-4021 PANTONE 19-3712

PANTONE 18-4726 PANTONE 18-1660 PANTONE 14-0852 PANTONE 18-3339 PANTONE 19-4050



With Millennials becoming the fastest growing 
demographic, a new lifestyle movement will 
emerge dictating print and pattern direction. 
Recycled polyester and cotton, quilted polyamide, 
liquid polyamide/Lycra pumping up the volumes. 
Leather & latex. Arty puzzles. Colour blocking 
inspired by Pop Art.

FABRICSIMPACT



Jersey and jacquard knit with geometric design. 
Plush qualities. Suiting wool fabrics, double-sided 
coats. Laser, enamel, embossed finishings and 
technical processes. Extravagant prints, macramé 
and guipure laces in strong colours. 

FABRICSIMPACT



PRESERVATION
In a world that feels increasingly fast-paced, unstable 
and digitally-driven, we will find new appreciation in the 
preservation of cultures and products that have withstood 
the test of time to construct conscious lifestyle focused 
on the reconnection to nature. Honesty, integrity, 
individuality will be prized character traits.

COLOURS
A sensitive palette depicting the natural realm, 
nurtured by organic, mineral, vegetable, soil 
elements evoking earth and forests. The palette 
is both aged and optimistic. 

PANTONE® 18-0525 PANTONE 17-6333 PANTONE 16-1443 PANTONE 15-1142 PANTONE 12-0605

PANTONE 18-1140 PANTONE 18-0820 PANTONE 18-4018 PANTONE 18-5616 PANTONE 19-1230



Sustainable fabrics featuring the symbiosis of the 
natural universe. Materials awash with strength 
and wild feel. Blends with alpaca and camel hair. 
Bulky wovens with fancy checks. Bold stripes in 
coarse wool.

FABRICSPRESERVATION



FABRICS
Tweedy aspects. Eco fur and leather look, coarse 
stiff cottons with functional coatings. Mackintosh. 
Archaic raw felted embossed materials. Cultural 
reference for jacquards and prints, natural 
camouflage prints.

PRESERVATION



LYRIC
Revolutionise the codes of opulence with a 
flamboyant spirit rebelling against minimalism, 
in total contradiction to alarmist messages. An 
attitude shared with a generation who wants 
to reconnect with the highly codified norms of 
elegance. 

COLOURS
The accent is placed on colours with a luxurious aura, 
historical – dramatic – parade. Refined decorative 
range, to be clashed with classic darks and few pale 
precious tints inherited from nobility or the aristocracy.

PANTONE® 19-0303 PANTONE 14-4306 PANTONE 14-4102 PANTONE 16-3205 PANTONE 14-1506

PANTONE 19-2047 PANTONE 19-1528 PANTONE 18-0939 PANTONE 19-3939 PANTONE 19-4329



Materials go on stage. Dense rich satins, cloqué, 
moiré, taffeta, crushed velvet and fine chenille. 
Fluid drapy, glossy jersey with liquid coatings. 
Fine jacquards in polyester-silk with shiny/mat 
effect.

FABRICSLYRIC



Precious wool-silk-cashmere blends, rich brocades with 
shimmering bronze or the metallic gleam of jet black. 
Rare laces, extra fine tulle, metallic embroideries. Sequin 
and rhinestone appliques. Multicolour new baroque 
florals in jacquard or print. Lightweight, inflated, metallic 
silky polyamide outerwear.

FABRICSLYRIC
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PANTONE® and other Pantone trademarks are the property of Pantone LLC. PANTONE Colors displayed here may not match PANTONE-identified 
standards. Consult current PANTONE Color Publications for accurate color. Pantone LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of X-Rite, Incorporated. 
© Pantone LLC, 2020. All rights reserved.
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DIRECTIONS TREND COMMITTEE
Since its foundation in 1998, the Directions Trend Committee has provided an invaluable research and marketing 
tool to designers and garment professionals, helping them steer their designs and manufacturing process in line 
with coming fashion seasons. The committee comprises of top trend forecasters, selected by Messe Frankfurt (HK) 
Ltd based on their knowledge and wide experience in all fields of fashion. They come from cities considered the 
fashion capitals of the major export markets for international garment trade: New York, Milan, Paris and Tokyo. 
Each season, the committee members combine their expertise and local influences to come up with the themes that 
tell the story of tomorrow’s apparel fabric trends.

ELEMENTI MODA – MILAN, ITALY
Elementi Moda has provided consultation services since 1979 as well as styling and product design for the 
international textile industry. Elementi Moda organises trend conferences for international apparel companies. It 
also provides extensive research and development services for commercial textile products, such as fibres, yarns, 
fabrics and knitwear. Creative Director Ornella Bignami is a specialist in fibres, colours, yarns and fabric 
developments for fashion and home.
www.elementimoda.com

DONEGER CREATIVE SERVICES – NEW YORK, USA
Doneger Creative Services (DCS) is a leading forecasting and creative consultancy at the intersection of lifestyle and 
commerce. A division of The Doneger Group, retail’s trusted advisor and the global leader in merchandising 
strategies, DCS has a unique perspective in blending breakthrough creativity with commercial practicality. Their 
mission is to provide design confidence through creative concepts, hands-on inspiration and branding strategies to 
bring great ideas to life. Kai Chow, Director of DCS, leads a team of forecasters, concept designers, trend analysts 
and branding strategists to inspire and guide clients through designing products and brands that make an impact.
www.doneger.com

NELLYRODI™ AGENCY – PARIS, FRANCE
Founded in Paris in 1985, NellyRodi is a consulting firm specialising in innovation and creativity. 
Today based in Paris, Shanghai, Tokyo and New York, it is an international reference for forecasting the industrial 
and service sectors. NellyRodi coaches and assists brands, investment funds, and collective organisations in 
developing their strategy, marketing, product and digital expertise.
NellyRodi has been established in China since 2002, and Michael Bonzom is the Asia creative director.
www.nellyrodi.com

SACHIKO INOUE – TOKYO, JAPAN
Sachiko Inoue graduated from the International Design and Art Institution in 1971, then worked for various textile 
companies as a fashion and textile forecaster. Currently, she offers consulting services, including trend forecasts and 
individual guidance for several key material producers, trading firms, converters and fabric manufacturers in Japan. 
She has also been involved in directing JFW (Japan Fashion Week Organization)/Textile Div. in the trend forecasting 
and textile consulting field in both Japanese and overseas fairs. 



Visit the Trend Forum at
Intertextile Shanghai Apparel Fabrics – Autumn Edition

23 – 25 September, 2020
National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)

For further information please contact
Messe Frankfurt (HK) Ltd.

35/F, China Resources Building
26 Harbour Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong
textile@hongkong.messefrankfurt.com

www.messefrankfurt.com.hk
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